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Have you got a pet?

Quiet â‰  noisy (bruyant). Greedy (gourmand). Friendly / pleasant. Funny. Cute â‰  ugly. Lazy â‰  energetic. Slow â‰  fast. Clever â‰  stupid. Clumsy (maladroit). 
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UNIT1, Step2, lesson1



Have you got a pet? -Have you got a pet?



-Yes, I have. It’s a tortoise a cat / a dog / a parrot / a budgie (perruche) / a goldfish / a rabbit / a guinea pig / a lizard / a gerbil / a mouse / a ferret (furet)/ a canary / a hamster - Is it a male or a female?



-it’s a male / it’s a female / I don’t know -What’s his / her name?



-His / her name is______, and I love him / her so much. -How old is your pet?



-he / she is two years old. -It’s a baby cat (a kitten) / it’s a baby dog (a puppy) -How is he / she like?



He /she is Quiet ≠ noisy (bruyant) Greedy (gourmand) Friendly / pleasant Funny Cute ≠ ugly Lazy ≠ energetic Slow ≠ fast Clever ≠ stupid Clumsy (maladroit) Cuddly (câlin) Curious
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YOU REALLY GOT ME 

Girl, you really got me goin'. You got me so I don't know what I'm doin'. Yeah, you really got me now. You got me so I can't sleep at night. Yeah, you really got me ...
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Life is a faiy tale Got myself a pistol, got myself a gun So don't you 

Life is a faiy tale. Got myself a pistol, got myself a gun. So don't you forget me. Got myself a fistful, now I want some fun. So don't you forget me. Got my window ...
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You got the pocket book, I got the key 

You got the pocket book, I got the key. Gary Davis. Transcription : Stefan Grossman. TablEdited by Philippe Renaud http://perso.normandnet.fr/prenaud. E. B. G.
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(We have) Tu as (You have) 

when giving someone's age (avoir # ans) ex: Tu as quel âge? J'ai quinze ans. • in the phrase "il y a" ("there is" / "there are") ex: Il y a un crayon. *Attention!* In negative sentences, the articles un, une and des become de! Examples: J'ai un ordin
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contents - You have reached ftp.hobbico.com 

It is suggested that any instructions supplied with the aircraft, radio ... combustion machine whose power is capable of harming you, or others, if it is misused. ... Model engines, like auto- mobile engines ...... 3.1 ps / 9.000 r.p.m.. 647 g / 20.8
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CONTENTS - You have reached ftp.hobbico.com 

instruction manual, so as to familiarize yourself with the controls and other ... ENGINE EXPLODED VIEW & PARTS LIST ..... in-line filter between the fuel tank and.
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contents - You have reached ftp.hobbico.com 

These cover events which might involve serious (in extreme circumstances, even fatal) injury. These cover the many other possibilities, generally less obvious.
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CONTENTS - You have reached ftp.hobbico.com 

cylinder head or exhaust header pipe, in .... steel screws, preferably Allen type hexagon socket head cap ..... This is to enable the kinetic energy of the prop.
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Manual - You have reached ftp.hobbico.com 

are made of fiberglass, the fibers of which may cause eye, ... will blow back into your eyes. Always ... ElectriFly Silver Series 60A Brushless ESC (GPMM1850) is.
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Untitled - You have reached ftp.hobbico.com 

the controls and other features of the engine. Model engine fuel is also .... accurately aligned and firmly integrated with the airframe ... A special O.S. radial motor mount (Code. No.71913100) is ... affect the safety of the radio controlled system
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contents - You have reached ftp.hobbico.com 

the muffler (silencer), cylinder head or exhaust .... Cover the head with a rag to prevent pumped out ..... to enable the kinetic energy of the prop to subsequently ...
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GT15 - You have reached ftp.hobbico.com 

details at fire station in each district. ..... Pump Unit PD-08" (Beam Mount. I MIXING OF OIL ... The choice of propeller depends on the design and weight of the ...
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CONTENTS - You have reached ftp.hobbico.com 

extreme circumstances, even fatal ) injury. NOTES. These cover the many other possibilities, generally less obvious sources of danger, but which, under certain.
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GF30 - You have reached ftp.hobbico.com 

instruction manual, so as to familiarize yourself with ... SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS AND WARNINGS ABOUT YOUR O.S. ENGINE ..... Piston Pin Retainer (2pcs.).
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Untitled - You have reached ftp.hobbico.com 

Always store itina clearly marked container and out of the reach of children. I ABOUT THE ENGINE. â€¢ This is a high performance two stroke engine designed for ...
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GGT15 - You have reached ftp.hobbico.com 

To stop the engine, fully close the throttle valve via ..... in an attempt to clear a suspected obstruction. ALWAYS use fuel filters. ..... Ball Bearing (R). Crankshaft.
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GT33 - You have reached ftp.hobbico.com 

into contact with the rotating propeller and do not crouch over ... Model engines, like automobile engines, exhaust ... Do not start your engine in an area containing loose gravel or ..... balanced spinner, enclosing the propeller boss. Make sure.
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CONTENTS - You have reached ftp.hobbico.com 

These cover events which might involve serious (in extreme circumstances, even fatal) injury. These cover the many other possibilities, generally less obvious.
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CONTENTS - You have reached ftp.hobbico.com 

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS AND WARNINGS ABOUT YOUR O.S. ENGINE. The advice .... larger propeller with lower rpm, which results in mild and pleasant exhaust sound. The new carburetors needlevalve assembly ...... Width Screw hole pitch.
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CONTENTS - You have reached ftp.hobbico.com 

with the controls and other features of the engine. Keep these .... the safety of the radio-controlled system. DO NOT forget the ... glowplug battery and battery leads are integrated. Alternatively, one ... Manual. Electric. Electric Starter and. Sta
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GT60 - You have reached ftp.hobbico.com 

NOTES. These cover events which might involve serious. (in extreme circumstances, even fatal) injury. These cover the many other possibilities, generally.
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Got A Match ? 

Dm. C 7. Dm7/C. D7/B. Gm. F 7. Gm7/F. Em7 5. Em7. A7 9. B 7sus4. E Maj7. Em7 5 E 711. 9 Dm. B. 7. 6. A713. 9. Dm C Dm. Dm. Dm. C 7. Dm7/C. Synth & ...
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Got A Match? 

Got A Match? tabbed by Djordje Putnik. Music by Chic Corea. Fast Shuffle Feel h = 280. :44 c. 1 h = 302Q. (. B. (. B. ' B. &. B. ' B. (. B. (. B. H. $. B. " B. #. BD. $.
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instruction manual - You have reached ftp.hobbico.com 

be free from defects in both material and workmanship at the date of purchase. ...... when flutter is detected is to slow the model immediately by reducing power ...
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